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Topical importance of the paper. The paper deals with the necessity to fill in the lack of information related to the features of the political neologisms in the XXI century in English. Choosing the topic is according to the intensity of the neologization process and lack of neology exploration degree from both the theoretical and practical point of view.

Goals. The goal of the research is theoretical and practical backing of the problem about neologisms in modern English on a political lexicon material.

Tasks. 1. To give a definition to neologism concept. 2. To list the main neology problems. 3. To study the characteristics of word-formation models on English.

4. To classify political neologisms with the word-formation method and semantic qualities.

Theoretical value and practical applicability. The research theoretical value is in the further development of the neology theory as one lexicology subdiscipline. Practical applicability of this study lies in the fact that nowadays a great deal of neologisms appear in political sphere. And it leads to the modern English lexical structure development.

Results. The research found out the neologisms types: 1. Actual neologisms. 2. Transnominations. 3. Semantic innovations. And neologisms forming methods: affixation, conversion, compounding, cutting and lexicalization.

Implementation advice. The results which were found during the research as well as illustrative material can be used in the linguistic-cultured competence formation for English language learners.